How Revel Systems evaluates
engineering talent faster with
CodeInterview.
HERE'S THE CONTEXT
QUICK FACTS
Customer: Revel Systems
Employees: 500+
Industry: POS Technology
HQ: Atlanta, GA
Customer since: Oct 2020

Revel is a leading POS system serving the retail and
restaurant industries.
Their software is central to the operations of global chains
and franchises with thousands of daily transactions.
As such, Revel needs to maintain a world-class
engineering organization with reliability at its core. And
this requires world-class talent.

WHAT WAS THE ISSUE?
Revel needed a way to filter engineering candidates early
in the hiring process so they can zero in on the best
applicants quickly.
In addition, they needed to gain insight into the
candidate's style and approach before an interview in
order to set expectations on both sides.

"CodeInterview is a great tool at
providing us initial insights into a
candidates skill level and problemsolving approach. It gives us efficiency
in filtering and focusing our
interviewing process."

Gary Peacock
Director of Software Engineering
at Revel Systems

HOW CODEINTERVIEW
HELPED
With CodeInterview's tests and take-home projects, Revel
efficiently distributed assessments to candidates early in
the hiring journey.
This allowed for easy comparison between candidates and
shortlisting the most promising ones.
With CodeInterview, interviewers at Revel could
understand how long a candidate took to complete a test
and the specific steps they took using the code playback
feature.

MAIN OUTCOMES
FEATURES
THEY LOVE
Test scores - compare
candidates at a glance.
Timeline - see
timestamped actions by the
candidate.
Code Playback - replay
every keystroke of the
candidate's solution for
extra context.

LEARN MORE ABOUT
CODEINTERVIEW
Interested in seeing the same results at your
company? Click the button below to schedule a
free demo with a product expert. Here's what
we'll cover:
Your current situation and requirements
How CodeInterview may fit with your
existing setup
Custom pricing for high volumes
Address any questions you have about the
product

Interviewers at Revel are now able to see key information
like completion score and time spent by candidates on
each exercise.
In addition, the timeline and code playback features give
further insights into the candidate's though process and
hard skills.
In turn, this allows Revel to quickly find promising
candidates and grow the overall quality of their
engineering team.

